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Motivation / Aim
In the project “preInO“ tools and methods for
the realisation of a preacting maintenance will
be developed by means of artificial intelligence and automatic self organisation. These
will be validated by means of a demonstrator.
Great optimisation potentials concerning the
deployment of personnel, spare parts and
transport are hoped for. The project will be
implemented in cooperation with the turbine
manufacturer SENVION from Hamburg and
the software developer SWMS from Oldenburg.
Methods / Approach
Offshore maintenance processes are recorded
and data sources for an automated decision
support are identified. Based on this, a basic
concept will be developed and the required
methods analysed or researched. This will
enable an automated prioritisation of detected
errors. The acquired knowledge will flow into
the development of a software module. The
developed methods and data are validated
with real data as far as possible using a
demonstrator which is in the course of development.
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Objective
The objective of the project is to research comprehensive methods and tools taking several
data sources into account that can be used for
a preacting maintenance strategy of the service of offshore wind turbines. To enable an
accurate prognosis about the condition of a
component, a variety of data sources such as
sensor values, statistic data, maintenance data
from the maintenance history file, externalised staff know-how, weather data as well as
stock inventory and personnel planning are
analysed and automatically linked to a relevant event. The prioritisation of the detected
errors, the dynamical planning of the scope of
maintenance and the scheduling into the work
flow with corresponding logistics using
decentralized controlling systems are based
on the points of the project that are to be
researched.
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BIBA is an engineering research institute located at the University of Bremen
ranked among the University of Excellence. It is committed to basic research
as well as to application-oriented development projects and engages itself
in practice-oriented implementations,
whereby it relies on cross-national, -institutional and interdisciplinary cooperation and transfer. BIBA always considers the entire value-added chain:
from the idea, concept and production, through to the use and the end
recycling of a product.
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